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Abstract
Moses is a well-known representative of the phrase-based statistical machine translation systems
family, which are known to be extremely poor in explicit linguistic knowledge, operating on flat
language representations, consisting only of tokens and phrases. Treex, on the other hand, is a
highly linguistically motivated NLP toolkit, operating on several layers of language representation, rich in linguistic annotations. Its main application is TectoMT, a hybrid machine translation
system with deep syntax transfer. We review a large number of machine translation systems that
have been built over the past years by combining Moses and Treex/TectoMT in various ways.

1

Introduction and Motivation

Phrase-based statistical machine translation (PB-SMT) systems, which have been the state-of-the-art
approach to machine translation (MT) for many years, are known to contain very little explicit linguistic
knowledge. While this characteristic has been at the core of their success, enabling fast development,
training and tuning of the systems (as long as sufficient amounts of parallel data are available), it becomes
a double-edged sword in many cases, e.g., when translating into a morphologically-rich language with
frequent long-range dependencies, such as Czech.
It has been shown that many language phenomena hard to handle for the PB-SMT systems can be
easily dealt with by linguistically motivated MT systems – although these systems often have other
shortcomings, such as a tendency to translate very lexically, in a one-to-one fashion, due to lacking the
(non-linguistic) phrase-based representation employed in PB-SMT systems.
This situation invites researchers to attempt to combine these conceptually different systems in a clever
way so that their strengths combine and their shortcomings cancel out. In our paper, we review a set of
such attempts, performed with Moses, a prominent representative of the PB-SMT systems, and Treex,
a linguistically motivated NLP framework, featuring, among other, a full-fledged deep syntactic MT
system, TectoMT.
As Treex and TectoMT have been primarily developed to process Czech language and to perform
English-to-Czech translation, most of the existing system combination experiments have been performed
on the English-to-Czech language pair.1 Therefore, we limit ourselves to this setting in our work.

2

Individual Systems

2.1

Moses

Moses (Koehn et al., 2007) is a standard PB-SMT system. It features simple rule-based tokenization
and true-casing scripts, which are sometimes language-specific, but the core of the decoder is purely
statistical and oblivious of any linguistics. It relies on GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) to compute word
alignment of the training parallel corpus, used to extract lexicons and phrase tables that provide the
knowledge of translation options to the decoder. A word-based language model is used to score possible
translations, so that a fluent one can be produced as the output.
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Figure 1: TectoMT
2.1.1 Factored Moses
In the more recent experiments that we report, the Moses system used is actually the Factored Moses of
Bojar et al. (2012). It translates the source English text into a factored representation of Czech, where
each word is represented by a tuple of a word form and a corresponding part-of-speech (PoS) tag. This
enables Moses to use an additional language model which operates on PoS tags instead of word forms.
This helps overcome data sparsity issues of the word-based language model and thus leads to a higher
output quality, especially to its better grammaticality. Factored Moses is trained on parallel corpora
pre-analyzed by Treex.
2.2

Treex

Treex2 (Popel and Žabokrtský, 2010; Žabokrtský, 2011) is a linguistically motivated NLP framework.
It consists of a large number of smaller components performing a specific NLP-task (blocks), both
Treex-specific as well as Treex-wrapped external tools, which can be flexibly combined into processing
pipelines. Sentences are represented by surface and deep syntactic dependency trees, richly annotated
with numerous linguistic attributes, similarly to the Prague Dependency Treebank (Hajič, 1998).
2.2.1 TectoMT
The main application of Treex is TectoMT3 (Žabokrtský et al., 2008; Dušek et al., 2015), a linguistically
motivated hybrid machine translation system. Its pipieline consists of three main steps: analysis of each
source sentence up to t-layer (a deep syntactic representation of the sentence in a labelled dependency
t-tree), transfer of the source t-tree to the target t-tree (i.e., the translation per se), and generation of the
target sentence from the target t-tree (see Figure 1).
The transfer is performed by copying the t-tree structure and grammatemes4 (attributes describing
grammatical meaning) from source, and predicting target lemmas and formemes5 (deep morphosyntactic
attributes (Dušek et al., 2012)) using a set of machine-learned translation models. In the current transfer
implementation, TectoMT translates t-tree nodes one-to-one; however, as function words are abstracted
from, a one-to-one correspondence between t-trees in different languages is present in most cases.

3

System Combinations

This section contains description and evaluation of several system combination setups. We list a number
of combinations of Moses and Treex/TectoMT that we are aware of, both successful and unsuccessful.
Results of automatic evaluation of the setups, as reported in available literature,6 are provided in
Table 1. We report absolute differences in BLEU scores7 versus the base systems, rather than the absolute
scores themselves – the setups were evaluated on many different test sets, and it is well known that BLEU
scores are not directly comparable across datasets. Still, for each of the references in Table 1, we also
list the absolute scores of the base system(s) in Table 2. We round up the scores to one decimal digit.
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§ 3.1

Setup
TectoMoses: TectoMT with Moses transfer

§ 3.2

PhraseFix: TectoMT + Moses post-editing

§ 3.3
§ 3.4

Moses + Moses post-editing, simple
Moses + Moses post-editing, TwoStep
Google Translate + TectoMT post-editing
Moses + TectoMT post-editing

§ 3.5

Moses + Depfix post-editing

§ 3.6

Joshua + Treex pre-processing
Moses + Treex pre-/post-processing

§ 3.7

Two-headed Chimera: Moses + TectoMT

§ 3.8

Chimera: Moses + TectoMT + Depfix

∆ BLEU versus base
Moses
TectoMT
−2.2
+2.7
+3.2
−0.1
−0.1
*−0.9
−2.4
+2.4
+0.1
+0.1
+0.4
**+0.5
+0.4
+4.7
+0.6
+5.4
+5.5
+1.1
+5.3
+1.6
+1.3
+6.1
+5.0
+0.5
+5.3
+5.7
+1.2
+5.4
+1.5
+6.3
+1.1

Reference
Popel (2015)
Bojar et al. (2013a)
Galuščáková et al. (2013)
Rosa (2013)
Bojar and Kos (2010)
Majliš (2009)
Section 3.4 & Bojar et al. (2016)
Mareček et al. (2011)
Rosa et al. (2012)
Rosa (2013)
Zeman (2010)
Rosa et al. (2016)
Bojar et al. (2013a)
Bojar et al. (2013b)
Bojar et al. (2014)
Bojar et al. (2015)
Bojar and Tamchyna (2015)
Bojar et al. (2016)
Bojar et al. (2013a)
Bojar et al. (2013b)
Bojar et al. (2014)
Bojar et al. (2015)
Bojar et al. (2016)
Tamchyna et al. (2016)

Table 1: System combinations. Difference in BLEU versus the Moses and/or TectoMT base system;
* versus Google Translate, ** versus Joshua.

Figure 2: TectoMoses: TectoMT with Moses Transfer
While most of the setups have been properly described and evaluated in a peer-reviewed publication,
others, especially some of the unsuccessful ones, were never properly published; in such cases, the
descriptions and results are based on semi-official materials provided by the authors of the experiments.
3.1

TectoMoses: TectoMT with Moses Transfer

In the TectoMoses experiment of Popel (2013), which is depicted in Figure 2, the transfer step of TectoMT is substituted with Moses. This means that after the analysis to t-layer, each source-language
t-tree is linearized into a sequence of lemmas and formemes (either as two factors, or interleaved). This
linearized sequence is translated by Moses (trained on such data) into a target-language sequence of lemmas and formemes. Afterwards, dependencies are projected (using Moses alignment) from the source
t-tree to the target sequence to reconstruct the target t-tree. Grammatemes and other attributes are also
projected along the alignment. Finally, target-language synthesis is performed (as usual in TectoMT).
TectoMT’s main transfer is isomorphic, which means translating one t-node to one t-node and keeping
the dependency structure of the t-tree unchanged. This is much more powerful that surface word-toword translation because t-nodes can represent e.g. complex verb forms (“have been done” is translated
as “bylo uděláno”). However, there are still many cases which cannot be translated isomorphically on
the t-layer. One of the advantages of TectoMoses is that it allows non-isomorphic transfer on t-layer, e.g.
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System

TectoMT

Moses

Google Translate
Joshua

BLEU
14.2
14.7
14.7
15.4
13.9
12.4
14.7
14.2
16.0
15.4
16.4
19.5
17.6
22.6
19.5
19.1
23.3
5.3
8.6

Reference
Bojar et al. (2013a)
Bojar et al. (2013b)
Galuščáková et al. (2013)
Bojar et al. (2014)
Bojar et al. (2015)
Popel (2015)
Bojar et al. (2016)
Bojar and Kos (2010)
Mareček et al. (2011)
Rosa et al. (2012)
Rosa (2013)
Bojar et al. (2013b)
Bojar et al. (2015)
Bojar and Tamchyna (2015)
Bojar et al. (2016)
Tamchyna et al. (2016)
Rosa et al. (2016)
Majliš (2009)
Zeman (2010)

Table 2: Base systems.

Figure 3: PhraseFix
translating one t-node with two or more t-nodes or deleting some t-nodes.8 It also uses MERT tuning and
it should scale with more training data. In the experiments with two factors (Popel, 2013), two language
models were used: one for lemmas and one for formemes. Unfortunately, the TectoMoses experiment
brought negative results, presumably due to additional noise introduced by the added transformations.
3.2

PhraseFix: TectoMT with Moses Post-editing

The PhraseFix system of Galuščáková et al. (2013) is based on the work of Simard et al. (2007), who
introduced the idea of automatically post-editing a first-stage MT system by a second-stage MT system,
trained to “translate” the output of the first-stage system into a reference translation. This has been shown
to be particularly beneficial for conceptually different MT systems. In PhraseFix, the source English side
of the CzEng parallel corpus of Bojar and Žabokrtský (2009) is translated by TectoMT into Czech, and
Moses is then trained in a monolingual setting to translate the TectoMT-Czech into reference-Czech, i.e.,
the target side of CzEng (see Figure 3). Evaluation shows that this approach works well in principle,
significantly improving the quality of the output as compared to the base TectoMT system. However, it
does not surpass the translation quality provided by a standard standalone bilingual Moses.
3.3

Moses with Moses Post-editing

In case one does not have two different systems to combine, the simple approach of Oflazer and ElKahlout (2007) can always be tried, who were the first to report translation quality improvements by
8
PhraseFix (Section 3.2) also allows non-isomorphic translation, but only as post-processing. All other Moses-based systems (including Chimera, Section 3.7 & Section 3.8) allow non-isomorphic translations, but their transfer is on the t-layer.
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Figure 4: Simple post-editing of Moses by Moses

Figure 5: TwoStep Moses translation
training Moses to post-edit its own output. The setup, shown in Figure 4, is generally identical to that
described in Section 3.2, except for using a standard bilingual Moses as the first-stage system, and then
again Moses, this time in a monolingual setting, as the second-stage system. This setup was implemented
and evaluated for English-to-Czech translation in (Rosa, 2013, section 7.4.1), but no improvements were
found; based on a review of previous papers reporting positive results, the authors noted that this approach is probably only useful in cases where the available parallel training corpus is very small.
A more elaborate attempt in the same direction was presented as the TwoStep setup of Bojar and Kos
(2010), this time bringing in Treex as well. TwoStep uses a first-stage Moses to translate from English
into intermediate Czech, where each word is represented by a tuple of its lemma and a label marking
several morphological features (such as detailed PoS, morphological number, grade, and negation). The
second-stage Moses then translates from intermediate Czech into Czech (see Figure 5). The conversion
of Czech into intermediate Czech is performed by a Treex pipeline described by Bojar and Žabokrtský
(2009), with the main component being the Morče tagger of Spoustová et al. (2007). Unfortunately, this
complex setup has not been found to have any benefit either.
3.4

Moses with TectoMT Post-editing

This setup uses Moses with transfer-less TectoMT as a post-editing tool (see Figure 6). A transfer-less
TectoMT performs a tecto-analysis of the input, and then immediately proceeds with the tecto-synthesis
5

Figure 6: Moses with TectoMT post-editing

Figure 7: Moses with Depfix post-editing
of the output, completely omitting the interlingual transfer step.
Theoretically, analysis and a subsequent synthesis of a correct sentence should lead to the output being
identical to the input (except for real synonymy). The motivation of Moses with transfer-less TectoMT
post-editing was that incorrect sentences should be fixed this way, especially with respect to grammatical
agreement. However, even the first assumption of identical output for correct sentences is not always
true in practice, as some of the Treex blocks are not 100% accurate. Unfortunately, the assumption about
fixing incorrect sentences also did not stand the practical test, mainly because the incorrect sentence on
input tends to confuse the analysis pipeline and often leads to a largely incorrect analysis being produced
(even if we disregard the fact that it is hard to define a correct analysis of an incorrect sentence).
We have been unable to find any work evaluating this particular setup, apart from the project of Majliš
(2009), who applied TectoMT post-editing to Google Translate.9 Therefore, we rerun the experiment
ourselves, using current TectoMT10 to post-edit the output of Moses obtained from the website of the
WMT 2016 translation task (Bojar et al., 2016),11 confirming the negative result reported by Majliš.
3.5

Moses with Depfix Post-editing

Similarly to the previous setup, Moses is complemented by a post-editing system implemented in Treex;
this time, the system is Depfix (see Figure 7). Depfix (Mareček et al., 2011; Rosa, 2014) consists
of several dozens rule-based post-editing Treex blocks. It focuses mainly on enforcing grammatical
correctness, e.g., marking the subject and object by inflectional endings based on analysis of the source
sentence, or inflecting adjectives to morphologically agree with their head nouns in gender, number, and
case. However, contrary to the TectoMT post-editing (Section 3.4), it only modifies the erroneous parts
of the output, thus avoiding generating too much noise; its second strength is the availability of the source
analysis to the post-editing blocks, which enables them to make better-informed decisions regarding the
intended meaning of the target sentence. This leads to a small but consistent improvement in BLEU.
3.6

Moses with Treex Pre- and Post-processing

Here, Treex is used in a more aggressive way, modifying the input and/or output to account for phenomena that the PB-SMT system is known not to be able to handle well (see Figure 8).
9

https://translate.google.com/
The 13th September 2016 version of the Treex repository, https://github.com/ufal/treex/
11
cu-plain Moses output downloaded from http://matrix.statmt.org/systems/show/2807, test set downloaded
from http://matrix.statmt.org/test_sets/list.
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Figure 8: Moses with TectoMT pre- and post-processing
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Figure 9: Two-headed Chimera
Zeman (2010) used several pre-processing steps to make the source English text more similar to Czech,
such as removing articles, marking subjects by artificial suffixes (“/Sb”), and reordering auxiliary verbs
to neighbor their main verbs. Of course, the SMT system was also trained on texts preprocessed in that
way; in these experiments, the Joshua PB-SMT system (Li et al., 2009) was used instead of Moses.
This approach may seem too aggressive, prone to making the input noisier as well as being potentially
lossy. However, the author showed that with careful selection and tuning of the pre-processing steps,
a significant improvement of translation quality can be achieved; moreover, this was also confirmed on
English-to-Hindi translation.
Rosa et al. (2016) successfully apply Treex pre-processing and post-processing to Moses, but this time
with the main objective being an adaptation of Moses trained on general-domain data to a specific domain
(namely the domain of Information Technology). The authors use Treex to perform forced translation of
identified named entities, using a named entity recognizer and a bilingual gazetteer, as well as forced nontranslation of special structures (URLs, e-mail addresses, computer commands and filenames); Moses
XML annotation is used to preserve the forcedly translated items.12 Apart from domain adaptation,
simpler general Treex pre- and post-processing steps were also successfully used, such as projection of
letter case in identical words from source to target.
3.7

Two-headed Chimera: Moses with Additional TectoMT Phrase-table

The Two-headed Chimera or AddToTrain (Bojar et al., 2013b; Bojar and Tamchyna, 2015)is a combination of full TectoMT with full Moses (see Figure 9). First, the input is translated by TectoMT. TectoMT
translations are then joined with the input to create a small synthetic parallel corpus, from which a secondary phrase table is extracted. This is then used together with the primary phrase table, extracted from
the large training data, to train Moses. Finally, the input is translated by the resulting Moses system.
This setup enables Moses to use parts of the TectoMT translation that it considers good, while still
having the base large phrase table at its disposal. This has been shown to have a positive effect, e.g., in
choosing the correct inflection of a word when the language model encounters an unknown context, or
in generating a translation for a word that constitutes an out-of-vocabulary item for Moses (as TectoMT
can abstract from word forms to lemmas and beyond, which Moses cannot).
3.8

Chimera: Moses with Additional TectoMT Phrase-table and Depfix Post-editing

The Three-headed Chimera, or simply Chimera (Bojar et al., 2013b; Tamchyna et al., 2016), is a combination of TectoMT and Moses, as in Section 3.7, complemented by a final post-editing step performed
by Depfix, as in Section 3.5 (see Figure 10). It has been repeatedly confirmed as the best system by both
automatic and manual evaluations, not only among the ones reported in this paper, but also in general,
12

http://www.statmt.org/moses/?n=Advanced.Hybrid
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Figure 10: Three-headed Chimera

being the winner of the WMT English-to-Czech translation task in the years 2013, 2014 and 2015 (Bojar
et al., 2013a; Bojar et al., 2014; Bojar et al., 2015).

4

Conclusion

We reviewed a range of existing methods of combining the linguistically poor Moses phrase-based machine translation system with linguistically rich systems implemented in the Treex NLP framework, most
notably the TectoMT system, including their automatic evaluation via BLEU as reported in the literature.
Some of the methods have been shown to achieve significant improvements in the translation quality,
as measured by BLEU as well as by human evaluation. The most successful are the Chimera methods,
which constituted the state-of-the-art in English-to-Czech machine translation in several WMT translation shared tasks.
On the other hand, many other methods have not brought any significant improvement, or have even
lead to a deterioration of the translation quality. However, we believe these methods to be worth considering as well, as they bring more insight into the problematics of hybrid translation. Moreover, some of
them might be further modified or combined in future, and may eventually become useful, possibly for a
different language pair or for a specific domain.
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